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VIANEN - KITCHEN VENTILATION SYSTEMS

HISTORY
Vianen has developed into one of the leading players in high-quality ventilation systems for institutional
and commercial kitchens. Well established on a global scale with branches in Europe and abroad,
we continue aiming at further expanding our international presence.

WHAT WE DO
We manufacture our products in Holland and install our ventilation products and air filter systems around
the globe in restaurants, hotels, cruise ships, airports, hotels, hospitals, prisons, exhibition centres, and
public buildings.

Constant innovation and training of our project managers and engineers ensure that our customers receive
a high quality, expert installation with no mess or hassle. It is what our clients like most about what we do.

MISSION
To be a leader in the professional ventilation market.
To do this by harnessing the enthusiasm, passion and diligence of a team that is young but already
capable of coping with challenges.
Vianen is the icebreaker in its sector, ready to dress its products with technology, design and a unique style
that makes them instantly recognizable.

VISION
To excel in quality, to surpass previous levels of service, to encourage creativity and innovation, to protect
the environment.
Vianen cares about the environment and pays more and more attention to achieving a cirulair economy.
Along with other major brands in the hospitality industry, Vianen is ready to lead the market towards using
high energy saving products, which results in reduced consumption and actual savings for the end
consumer.

WHAT WE VALUE?
OUR CUSTOMERS
To service and anticipate our customer needs.
To know what it is that our customers want.
To listen to our customers.
Help customers understand our systems.
To do what we say we are going to do.
Deal with problems.
Make it simple for customers to complain.
We value your complaints as it gives us an opportunity to improve.

QUALITY
Our skillful team are fully aware that competitiveness comes not from price alone but also from the quality
delivered.
Vianen has its own in-house production facility.
All phases of manufacturing are carried out and managed in total autonomy, permitting direct quality
control over the entire production process.
Excellent raw materials, optimization of costs, new models put rapidly into production, and whenever
necessary immediate action on one or more manufacturing phases, allows us to offer convenient prices
and the guarantee of full product monitoring, advantages that only an integrated production cycle
can ensure.

OUR SERVICE COMMITMENT
Our people are committed as a team. Quality service is the job of every employee.
Vianen does not just sell a product, we operate on the principle that customers buy into a relationship
with a supplier, one which works as a partnership for the long term.

Professional advice and information is always available from our technical sales engineers who are
trained to deliver a high level of customer service which includes support, technical design and onsite support, maintenance, spare materials and training services.

PROFESSIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION TEAMS
AFTER SALES SUPPORT

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Vianen uses the most advanced CAD / CAM programming systems available,
allowing us to draw, design, rotate, flip mirror parts, and integrate other parts into one program.
This utilizes materials in the most efficient manner, reducing the unit price, to make the item more competitive,
and even allows us to nest multiple parts, punch in sample components to check for accuracy, thereby
eliminating the waste of materials.

DESIGN ENGINEERING
Our custom designs are produced to meet the most specific requirements. Drawings for your projects can
be created by our engineering team from an idea, sample product, or even a rough sketch.

WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Vianens’ ventilation systems excel by a variety of advanced technical features making them a highperformance, low maintenance solution even for the most demanding environments.
Canopies can be produced in seamless lengths of six meters and are entirely of stainless steel 304
DIN 4301 satin finish.
Vianen manufactures its own lighting fixtures and high efficiency, flame retardant, Fecon grease
extraction filters.
The Vianen hoods are double skinned and insulated according to customer requirement.
Vianen has its own UV technology with unique safety features.
The Vianen Fecon filter stops flash fires from entering the duct work. A fire certificate of this test is
available.
The maximum pressure drop over each Fecon filter is 100Pa. This makes the selection of the
fan simple.
The VIANEN hoods are equipped with hanging brackets for easy installation.
Short delivery times when required.

ECOLOGY UNITS

Kitchen exhaust contains grease, smoke, and odors which can be filtered properly with the use of an
Ecology unit to meet indoor air quality requirements and also health and environmental regulations.

INTENSIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The in-house test facility at the factory establishes the efficiency of our design configurations prior to installati
We extend a warm welcome to customers visiting the test facility.

STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS
We follow the guidelines as set out in international codes, which are often based on the ASHRAE Standards.
This standard outlines ventilation requirements for acceptable quality.

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST!

With a reputation for fast lead times, a comprehensive environmental policy, and cutting-edge manufacturi
techniques, Vianen offers true reliability and quality you can count on.

INNOVATION

The commitment and firmness undertaken over the past 40 years have been leading for Vianen to
become an internationally renowned brand which exports reliability and quality.
We are proud to introduce the Vianen app which is customised to suit the demands of your kitchen
and can include functions for the Vétec efficiency unit and the Victoria Kitchen Maintenance System.

CULINA CANOPY
The high-quality finishing provides an attractive solution for open kitchens and new features are constantly
being added such as new energy saving V-CLIX led lighting or the Culina canopy specially designed for
front cooking stations.

3V – TRIPLE EFFICIENCY. THE SMART ENERGY SOLUTION.

Vianergy II canopy combined with Vétec on demand air supply and Victoria system.
As much as half of the energy used in your kitchen goes to heating and cooling. So making smart
decisions about your kitchen's heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system can have a big effect on
your utility bills — and your comfort.
The Vianen VéTEC system is specifically designed for groups or single canopies and ventilated ceilings.
Together with the Vianen range of energy saving canopies it will bring low levels of energy consumption
into your professional kitchen.
VéTEC
The VéTEC system will give you the opportunity to tune the equipment to the exact area where the
cooking process is being carried out.
When purchasing a new ventilation system, consider buying the 3V triple efficiency solution combined
with the VIANEN VéTEC efficiency unit that is custom designed to suit your needs. The VéTEC system
can also be incorporated into existing kitchens.

VIANERGY II
The latest innovation in canopies enabling automatic adjustment of the supply air flow as necessary
to ensure energy-efficient air conditioning and the highest possible energy saving.

VICTORIA INTELLIGENT MONITORING SYSTEM
For online maintenance and support of your professional ventilation system.

3V
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